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Spartans emerge victorious Vice president

issues AS order

Women’s
basketball
overcomes
Cal Poly
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Move would OK
construction of
child care center

Spartan Daily Staff Report

The San Jose State University
women’s basketball team found the
soft spot on its schedule as it coasted
past Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
University 85-61 last night at the Event
Center.
The Spartans, 7-12 overall and 3-8
in the Big West Conference, found an
opponent with a worse hmking
record, 3-17 to be exact, and ran over
them.
"We were all focused and ready to
play," freshman forward Kylie Page
said. "We just stuck with it in the second half and came
out and did all the
little things."
And the little
things added up
on the boards
with forward Gail
Dennis grabbing
10 rebounds and
17 points. Dennis
had her first double-double of her
career. SJSU out
rebounded the
Mustangs 43-34.
"Gail Dennis
had an unbelievable night," Page
said. "Most of her
points came off
offensive
Kylie Page rebounds."
The Spartans
Spartan? forward
jumped
ahead
from the onset
and had a 16
point lead at one
time in the first
half. SJSU would
head into the locker room with 37-28
lead that was never threatened.
"We’re always up in the first half,"
Page said. "We always come up short
in the second half. We needed to
focus on finishing strong the second
half. We knew they (Mustangs) would
step it up harder and they did and we
did."
Talking about stepping it up. Page
showed once again why she is the
leading Spartan scorer as she had 21
points fin. the night with four threepointers. Page was the leading freshman scorer in the nation with an average of 16.8 points per game going
into the game.
"I’m happy that we min," the
Australian tranfer said humbly.
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We promised
something to the
students and we
aren’t keeping it.
There has been
little effort by the
Child Care Task
Force.
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We’re
always up
in the first
half... We
always
come up
short in
the second
half.
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See Win, page 5
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Parking at SJSU
bad, real bad’
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The only time that Cal Poly was able to out number the Spartans was when Kylie Page went
up for a rebound in the second half of Sunday’s game. During most of the match, SJSU was
up by at least 10 points, with a final score of 85-61.

International students find place to talk
By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daffy Suit Writer

Ever wonder what it would be like to attend
school in a foreign country?
"Their way of thinking is totally different
than mine," Hyutilti Shin, a Korean foreign
student said about her American roommates.
Shin goes by the namd Julian because
Americans cannot pronounce her real name
correctly. Julian is studying at SJSU so she can
go back to Korea with a Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)
degree.
for
Committee
Community
The
International Students (CC1S) provides meetings at which foreign students can come
together and talk about no-fault divorces, international marriages, home sickness and anything else that comes up.
Barbara Oskoui, a CC1S member, said these

66
You all realized when you left
your country that you would be
picking up American culture and
when you go back you will be
changed.
Barbara Oskoui
COS member

meetings give international students a safe
place to talk about adapting to American life.
At one meeting, Ric Nakamura a TESOL
major from Japan whose American name is
Elly, has been :11N" limn her husband for two
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People in the news

Dole in Iowa

After months of anticipation, "Friends" Rachel and
Ross are going to become
’
much more while Michael
Jackson shoots his next
video in one of Brazil’s most
notorious slums.

With the GOP presidential
race tightening just a week
before Iowa’s primary Bob
Dole worked to strengthen
his vaunted campaign
organization Sunday, aiming to "remind voters why
they liked Bob Dole in the
first place."
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By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Windows virus
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Tough
tennis
times

British researchers say
software saboteurs have
created the first computer
virus specifically targeted
at Microsoft’s Windows 95
Program.
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Editorial

Murray soap opera has gone on too long
confusing, dramatic
The
soap opera of whether San
Unified
School
Jose
District Superintendent Linda
Murray will stay on the district’s
payroll has dragged on long
enough.
You may recall the first
episode, when several board
members took Murray aside and
said they MIGHT want to get rid
of her.
During a closed meeting Jan.
18, school board President Victor
Reitas and Trustee Matt Hurley,
two of Murray’s staunchest critics,
gave her a "quit or be fired" ultimatum. They neglected to tell
her why. The following week,
Freitas and Hurley spoke with
Murray, appearing to have
reached some sort of compromise.
But the truce was short-lived.
After Murray told Associate
Superintendent Barry Schimmel
that she wanted to fire him,
Hurley accused her of acting out

"1 LIKE NAT_ R4T14ER TIAN PRAC1ICIN6 MODERATION, MINN NEWTOINO(.06Y
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The board has yet
to shed light on
why it wanted to
get rid of Murray
in the first place.
in revenge, and renewed efforts
to remove her from office.
Now, even Hurley and Freitas
have done an about-face. Hurley
said he "probably overreacted."
The Board realized that state laws
may prevent it from deciding in
secret to get rid of Murray, and
last week decided to keep her
for now. And Freitas said that the
"the publicity wasn’t in the best
interest of San Jose Unified."
What publicity?
Sure, there have been numer-

ous at titles and editorials written
about the whoe mess. But doesn’t
the word "publicity" imply public
knowledge? The board has yet to
shed light on why it wanted to get
rid of Murray in the first place.
And since the trustees discussed
the issue behind closed doors,
the thousands of parents and
children in the district may never
really know what the fuss is all
about.
What some would have us
believe is a fight between good
and evil is really nothing more
than a power struggle between
public officials who are behaving
like children trying to share a
sandbox.
It’s time for them to knock off
playing "King of the Mountain"
ana get back to the business of
educating San Jose’s children.
Besides, even kids sometimes
fight fair.

Time management is the toughest challenge I face here at SJSU...

Where the rubber meets the road
By Lisa Brown
and it seems I
There are 168 hours in a week,
never manage to find time to relax.
Time management is the toughest challenge I
face attending SJSU.
Between school, family, church and recovery program commitments, there are not enough hours in
the week.
Stress thrives in my life because I am torn between
being a good wife, mother, student and, upon graduation, a successful journalist.
I take pro
-active measures that are supposed to give
perspective and add balance to my hectic life.
So why am I still a basket case?
Thus far, this semester has meant less time for class
assignments and coming home late more frequently.
As a financial aid recipient. I must be enrolled full
time.
I must maintain a 3.0 GPA for my major, especially
if I want to qualify for scholarships.
Moreover, it means less reading Dr. Seuss stories,
kissing good night and tucking-in my 4-and-a-halfyear-old daughter.
Some days my daughter and I don’t see each other
stall.
My husband works full-time and holds down the
fort grocery shopping, cooking, laundry, etc.
while I go to school.
Prozac% No. One of its side effects will likely have a
negative impact on my husband’s libido.
How about reading Stephen King or Howard Stern
for leisure, orlohn Bradshaw to determine why I am
driven to over achieve?
A friend even recommends I read Stephen Covey
books that offer seven successful habits.
When? Where do! find the time to read for school,

much less leisure?
I quit my job as an administrative assistant because
I had no time for myself and my family.
I also wanted to finish my education and enjoy the
benefits of having a career instead of a job.
The problem I had with time management while
working, I still have attending school.
But SJSU is where the rubber meets the road and I
figure out time management.
I discovered that my responsibility is not only to
learn a discipline, but also learn time and stress management.
If! do not figure out how to successfully manage
myself now, what makes me think it will be any easier
in the professional world?
If not now, when?
I must truly put into practice the principles I have
freely chosen, such as twelve steps, ten commandments and a few relaxation tapes
SJSU students are professionals-in-training.
Paula Ancona, author of "SuccessAbilities! 1,003
Practical Ways to Keep up, Stand Out and Move
Ahead at Work," has several practical suggestions for
professionals.
She suggests honesty with yourself, visitors, callers
and, I want to add, relatives.
When tackling your to-do list, start with one or two
easy but important tasks you know you can complete,
she said.
This builds confidence every day.
If you find yourself getting caught up in the busy
stuff, reprioritize your list and drop the low priority
items, she said.
She said you probably won’t get to them anyway.
Don’t isolate yourself, she said, and always gather
information to track news affecting your job and
industry.

My personal favorite Ancona recommendation is to
train yourself to sharpen decision-making skills to
avoid procrastination and
backlogs.
Finally, she has four very
valuable ideas: 1) Take care of
yourself so you can make smart
choices; 2) take reenergizing
mini-breaks throughout your
day; 3) get enough rest so you
can concentrate; and 4) make
time for relaxation.
Easier said than done?
Consider the consequences
feeling
constantly
stressed, tired and miserable,
alienating
friends and family, and
rapidly decreased success
at school and later on
at work.
It’s up to you.
I decided to learn now
so that it is a routine by graduation.
Now that I finished my
assignment, I think I’ll
go pop some popcorn with
my daughter and do more
homework tomorrow after a
good night’s rest.
Lisa Brown is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Letter

Taxation without representation is helping the rich get richer while the poor get poorer
Have you ever wondered why your "government
representatives" never voted on your issue as you
wrote and asked them to? Do you wonder why members of Congress are attacking aid to children and
welfare mothers instead of the bloated military budget?
Why aren’t they talking about aid to dependent corporations - taxpayer subsidies and the shrinking proportion of federal taxes paid by those who benefit the
most from society - the nch?
One way to see how the rich profit at our expense is
to look at who finances political campaigns and how
much they cost. This may give us an indication of who
is really being represented
According to Federal Election Commission records
on the 1994 elections, a winning Senate campaign
costs, on the average, $4,569,940. A winning House of
Representatives campaign costs $516,126.
The largest percentage of political campaign
spending is done by large individual contributors (the
in that order.
nch) and Business ’ACS
In many key positions in the Senate (committee
campaign contributions
the
majority
of
chairmen),
come not only from out of district, but out of state.
For example in a six-year Senate election cycle
(1985-1990), committee chairmen Leahy and Biden
and
Hatch
and
Packwood
(Democrats),
(Republicans) received more than 85 percent of their
total campaign funding from out-of-state contributors.
These contributions have been good business for
the corporate PACs and wealthy individual contributors. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 cut taxes for people

the
Pentagon ’s
with an income
$600 hammers and
of one million
$2,000 toilet seats,
dollars or more
by 31 percent.
and perhaps even
some of the assisCampaign contritance to poor peobutions were an
ple that enables
even
better
ompanies to hire
investment
for
workers at $4.25 an
energy industries
hour and send
in the 1992 electhem
to foodtion cycle. The
stamp
offices to
coal industry conmake ends meet.
tributed $960,000
Yet our soduring the 1992
and
called representaelections
tives aren t talking
came away with
about this at all.
$8 billion in subInstead they are
profit
sidies a
saying that the cormargin of more
are
than 8000 perreirations
ing over regulatcent. The biggest
’...and now, back desp te popular demand...’
ed
by
"big
governwinner was the
nuclear industry, which contributed only $80,000 and ment." They are calling for less oversight and regulacame away with an $11 billion subsidy.
tion.
The results of the already inadequate regulation of
In 1994, according to a study compiled by The
Center for the Study of Responsive Law, the federal business have been disastrous for American workers.
government spent $167 billion on corporate welfare According to studies conducted in New York State,
(subsidies) an average of $1,400 per taxpayer. Aid
50,000 to 70,000 workers die each year from chronic
for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC.), food occupational diseases resulting from past exposures to
stamps, public housing, and other "social welfare" toxic substances. An article in the July 1992 American
programs cost just over $50 billion, or $400 per tax- Journal of Public Health tells us that in addition to
payer (the report is available from Essential the 50,000 to 70,000 deaths caused by toxic exposures
hiformation’s %eb server). And that doesn’t include in the workplace each year, an estimated 350,000 new
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You can also inform yourself by accessing the
Project Vote Smart World Wide Web site at
http:/WWW.vote-smart.org/ or call them at: 1 -800622-SMART.
Here you can find out who your representative really is representing.
Project Vote Smart will tell you what a member of
Congress’ voting record is on any issue and who contributed the most to his or her campaign. You can also
get this information for the Center for Responsive
Politics in Washington D.C. at: 1320 19th Street NW,
suite 700, 20036. They can also be e-mailed at:
CRPeigc.apc.org.
Arm yourself. The price of democracy is constant
vigilance.
Ed Obenveiser
Journalism

Opinion Page Policies
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News Is rn
Fax
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Classified

cases of illness occur among workers each year from
toxic exposures on the job.
No taxation without representation is as true today
as it was in 1776. But what can we do about this
deplorable situation? There are campaign finance
reform movements happening in 33 states. In
California there are two initiative petitions circulating
to gain the signatures necessary to qualify for a place
on the ballot in 1996. One is sponsored by CALP1RG,
and the other by Common Cause. You can sign both
these petitions or even help in their signature gathering effort. CALPIRG’s San Jose phone number is 983-
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All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209
*faxed to (408) 924-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor.
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose,
CA. 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length
Submissions must contain the authoes name, address,
phone number, signature and major
Mdltorfels are written by, and are the consensus
cub. Spartan Sally editors, not the stall.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Sigma Theta Psi
Rush informational meeting.
fip.m. Student t
Pacheco kin.
238-3827.

TODAY
Alplut Kappa Delta Phi
Rush event, "Info Night."
7p.m. Student Union.
Call 924-8904.

Alpha Kappa Delta Phi
Rush event. "Carrihean
Night." 7p.m. Meet at Student
Union.Call 924-8904.

Career Center
Resume critique. Ipan.2:30p.ni. Student Union.
Almaden Rm., Call 924-6033.

Alpha Phi
"Dating Caine," with Theta
Chi fraternity. 7:30p.m. Alpha
Phi house. CalIl 25-6335.

Chi Pi Sigma (coed "fraternity -for those interested in law
enforcement) Open house.
lp.m.-4p.m.Chi Pi Sigma
house, 230 S. 10th St
Call 998-8433.

Ballroom Dance Club
"TViio-step Lesson II" and open
dancing, 7:30p.m.-930p.m.
Event Center, Aerobics Rm.
Call 287-0509.

international Students
I:omen:Mona] English
Group, Informal session to
practice speaking and listenmg to English.10a.m.-12nocm.
Administration Bldg., Rm.
269. Call 274-4740.
Jewish Student Union
General meeting. 6p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
Rm. Call 924-8585.

Phi Delta Theta
"Go-Karts." fr.30p.m. Meet
at 211 S. 11th St.
Call 294-4419.

Spal la I an.
nv.ulabl. .0

c.
I

I

.111.1.1,o1.11.1e
2,M. Ft,,,,.

School of Art and Design
’Tuesday Night Lecture
Series:panel discussion with
fiberworksartistslla Cook,
Gyongy Laky and Nance
013anton. 6:30p.mArt Bldg.,
Rm. 133. Call 924-4328.

Career Center
On-campus interview
orientation. 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Amaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

Sigma Omicron Pi
Rush event, ’info Night*
7p.m. Student Union, Council
(hambers. Can 924-8420.

Circuks
(Spanish Club)
Meeting and tutoring. 2p.m.3p.m. Student Union,
Pacheco Rm. Call 732-8024.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery shows:
Helen Wood-mixed media,
Cynthia Hanson-BEA exhibit,
Brendan Liston-ceramics,
Kyoko Fischer-painting,
Isabel Brown, painting.
I la.m.4p.m. Art Bldg.,
Call 924-4330.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exihibits:
Helen Wood-mixed media,
Cynthia Hanson-BFA exhibit,
Brendan Liston-cetamics,
Kyoko Fischer-painting,
Isabel Brown-painting,
Six ViirioLIS artists-fiberworks.
1 la.m.4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 9244330.

Sigma Lambda Mu
Recruitment and informational meeting. I I a.m.-3p.m.
Student Union, front.
Call 9248015.

Chi Pi Sigma
(co-ed "fraternitylio those
interested in law enforcement) Open house. 1p.m.4p.m. Chi Pi Sigma house, 230
S. 10th St. Call 998-8433.

Radio-TV News
Directors Association
Informational meeting.
4:30p.rn. Dwight Bernet Hall,
Rm. 221. Call 924-8673,

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Ongoing Book Sale (donations welcome).10 a.m.-2p.m.
WIN, Rm. 408 and Clark
Library, Lobby. Call 9242705.

Beta Theta Pi
Dinner at Mountain Mike’s
Pins. 6:30p.m. Meet at Beta
house. Call 629-7044.

Career Center
"How to Write it Resume."
1:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 924-6033.

Lainda Phi Epsilon
Info ?sight. 8p.m..9:30p.m.
Hoover Hall. Call 292-8004

Lambda Phi Epsilon
B.B.Q. Dinner. 7p.m.-10p.m.
642 S. 7th St. 01.
Call 292-8004.

Phi Delta Theta
"Movie Night," showing
-Ileac-6:30pin. 211 S. 10th St.
Call 294-4419.

TUESDAY

Beta Meta Pi
Pool tournament. 2p.m.
Meet at Beta house.
Call 629-7144.

Delta Sigma Pi
"Professional Event."
7:30p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe kin. Call 983-4748.

Contact of Santa Clara County
Orientation meeting. 7p.m.
2700 Booisin Ave.
Call 279-8228.

Society of ’iosismen Engineers
General meeting, with fellowship and refreshments. azind
out about the latest in the
engineering, math and science world.) 12:80p.m.1:30p.m. Erigineenng Bldg.,
Rm. 335. Call (415) 965-4879.
Student California
Teachers Association
Organizational meeting.
12noon-ip.m. Sweeney Hatt,
Rm. 332. Call 924-3738.
Squire
IFederal Itc!redit Union
Informational meeting and
retruitrnan. 12noon.
Student Union, Guadalupe
Rm. Call 947.7273.

students. Let ohs 14 stall &vs.( iations. 11emiline is rpm two (IAN’S
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Cancer takes ’Honeymooner’ wife
LOS ANGEI F 1P) - Audrey
Meadows, who as Alice on the
"The
comedy
1950s
Honeymooners’ played one of
television’s strongest, most spirited
wives, has died of cancer, a spokeswoman said Sunday.
The Emmy-winning actress died
at 8:50 p.m. Saturday at CedarsSinai Medical Center, where she
was hospitalized since Jan. 24,
Beverly Callison, an assistant to
Meadow’s numager, Ray Katz, said
Sunday
Callison said Meadows was 68,
but reference books put her age at
71.
She had kept her illness a secret,
even front her sister Jayne
newspapers
until
Meadows,
learned of her hospitalization early
this year.
"She was so full of life just a
month ago," Jayne Meadows, who
co-stars on the CBS’ series "High
Society" and is married to entertainer Steve Allen, told Daily
Variety in February.
Meadows starred with Jackie
Gleason as lovebirds anti sparring

TAKE A BREATHER
ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS
II vitiate healthy, tion-sw,,king
iii) between the ages 12-1;5, you
may qualifY to participate in a
research study using tin
investigaticnial asthma it allergy
medication. You will receive
financial compensation for
your time and effort. Qualified
participants could earn up to
$800.
Allergy & Asthma
Associates of Santa Clara
Valley, Inc. Research
Center
41551 Mtorrai It Avow, stilt, a, Smi Jos)

partners Ralph and Alice KriUlidell
Honeymooners."
Ili
"The
Meadows held her own against the
bigger-than -life Gleason and his
blustering bus driver.
"To the moon, Alice!" was
Ralph’s oft-heard cry, an unfulfilled threat to deliver a shot - to the kisser. Alice was
unfazed, and many shows ended
with hugs and Ralph’s admission
"Baby, you’re the greatest."
Art Carney mid Joyce Randolph
played neighbisrs Ed and Trixie
Norton on the comedy, which has
enjoyed enduring popularity and
ranks as a TV classic.
"Jackie’s answer (for the show’s
popularity) was simply that it was
funny," Meadows said in a 1993
interview with The Associated
Press.
She offered her own theory: "1
think it was so well-written, and the
chemistry between the four of us
just happened."
A "Honeymooners" memoir by
Meadows, "Love, Alice," was published in 1994. In an AP interview
that year, she described Alice’s spe-

PEOPLE

-Friends, Michael and a retired tight-end
Television pair to escalate relationship
NEN YORK (AP) - After months of anticipation, "Friends" Rat het and Ross are going to
become
Ii Mt ire.
The actors, Jennifer Aniston and David
Schwimmer, say the pair Will consummate then
relationship on an upcoming episode.
Schwimmer told TV Guide in the Feb. 10 issue
that an escalation of the characters’ romantic
involvement is something the fans of the NBC
comedy want - although he’s worried the audience could become bored with it.
"A1 biggest concern is that if you have all this
sex tat tension going on between two characters
and then suddenly its wine. then you really have
to address the ’now what?’ issue," Schwimmer
said.
Anistc in expressed no worries about the
roman( e. though.
"I wanted to see what v,ould happen," she
said. "It’ll take us down a date’ ent road."

The gloved one slumming it in Rio
RIO DE JANEIRO, Bran! ( Al’) - Gtousing
from politicians trying to burnish Rio’s image
won’t stop Michael Jackson from shooting his
next video in one of the city’s most notorious
slums.
Jackson spokesman Lee Sobers has confirmed
that production of "They Don’t Care About Us"
will go on despite official complaints. The singer
is scheduled to arrive Tuesday.
Its Rio, scenes will be shot in Santa Marta, a
violent hillside slum controlled by drug dealers.
About one-fifth of Rio’s 6 million pet Tie live in
slums called "hwelas."
Officials fear the exposure will hurt the city as
it tries to boost slumping tourism and become
the site of the 2001 Olympics.
"His skit is just to place Rio as a city of problems, of pttverty," Gov. Marcell Alencar said last
week. "We are trying to recover Rio’s image, and
this could be devastating."
But residents are eager to receive the King of
Pop.
Said Jose Luis, president of the Santa Marta
Dwellers Association: "The governor has no right
to say that Jackson’s coming here would be bad
news for the city. We, the people, can’t wait until
he conies; everybody on the hill is excited."

Danson film brings stars to Scotland
INVERNESS, Scotland (AP) - Hollywood
came to the Scottish Highlands for the world
premiere of "Loch Ness," a romantic comedy
starring Ted Danson.
It was the first time a feature film was unveiled
at the Highland capital. where film distributor
Polygram flew in the movie’s stars and 170 other
perfOrmers, industry executives and critics for
the event Saturday.
hi the film. Danson plays an American scientist loctking It ir the Loch Ness monster and finds
woman instead. British actress
in,’ nsutlu a It it
.lisel% Richardson co-stars.
Working in Scotland felt like a homecoming
of sorts fi it. Damon, who traces his lineage to the
area.
"I came here with my 78-year-old mother
when we were filming and I held her as she
skimmed a -acme ;trims a I lighland stream." he

!MOM XI said Ii,.1. aid Ix. i-XLI rattly shocked"
It Ness nit ntster. but if he did he
it lir WIN Ille
sstoild keep ta Set I ri

Caped crusader files real estate appeal
WS ANGELES (AP) - Too had "Batman
Forever" star Val Kilmer doesn’t have Bruce

Wayne’s bank account.
Slapped with a $750,000 federal tudgment
over a real estate loan, Kilmer and brother Mark
Kilmer filed an appeal Friday in U.S. District
Canal to reverse it.
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp said it
lost the money when the Kilmer brothers failed
us honor a loan guarantee made on behalf of
their father’s real estate development company.
Eugene Miller’s company, KEM inc., filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in April 1991
after real estate values dropped. The brothers’
company, Valmark, also filed for bankruptcy
reorganization, but creditors refused to accept
the plan, leaving Valmark
Val Kihner’s anoint.% said the actor shouldn’t
have to pay because he wasn’t directly involved in
the transaction.
"His brother is the one who signed the documents," Attorney Ralph Loeb said. "He didn’t
sign it. He didn’t authorize it, and he didn’t even
know about it until he was sued."

Former Raider makes moves to screen
NEW YORK (AP) - Howie Long, another in
a long line of ex-football greats to tackle acting,
makes his film debut in "Broken Arrow," playing
a big guy with muscles. So guess who his favorite
actor is?
"My blueprint for success is Arnold," he told
the Daily News in a story printed Sunday.
"Schwarzenegger was a bodybuilder who couldn’t even speak English and he built himself into
a superstar."
Long, an eight-time Pro Bowl selection as a
deknsive end for the Raiders, joins ex-gridiron
stars Jim Brown, Merlin Olsen, Alex l’arras, Fred
Dryer and 0.J. Simpson in his acting quest.
Things are going well for Long. whose first
film stars John Travolta and Christian Slater. He
has a three-picture deal with 20th Century Fox
and has agreed to appear next in The Thing
You Do," Tom Hanks’ directorial debut. But
Long knows that acting can be even more
demanding than sports.
"I love to stay in shape," he said. "but I’ve
never been a weightlifter. I never needed to do
that to play pro football. But. now, I’ve been
pumping iron because I have to look like
Arnold, or )ean-Clatide ,Van Damme) or
Stall, toe "

Boxer cornered by punch allegation
I 1,os-weight boxer l’etet
BOSTON (Al’,
-1.ssoti
McNeeley, who barely laid a glove on
during their brier bout, was ordered ii sta "a
from his girlfriend after allegedly pull) lung her.
Bonnie Bryant was granted the order in
Wrentham District Court on Friday. McNeelev
called it a "preposterous claim" filed by a "nut,"
claiming he was in Los Angeles at the time of the
alleged December assault.

iii appeal, and Ralph’s.

"I loved that character of Alice,
because she was strong and she
was tender. She was everything that
I think is fine in a woman, she
said. "Why did she stay with Ralph?
Because she understood him and he obviously was thin when
she married him."
Meadows was born to Episcopal
missionary parents in Wtt Chang,
China, and spoke only Chinese
when she came to the United
States in the 1930s. Her sister persuaded her to join in a Broadway
bid when both were teen-agers.
Audrey Meadows went on to a
Carnegie Hall debut as a coloratura soprano, performed light opera
and won a 1951 Broadway role in
"Top Banana" with Phil Silvers.
She appeared as a singer and
sketch comedian on TV shows, taking over the role of Alice in the
"Honeymooners" sketches on
CBS’s "The Jackie Gleason Show"
in 1952. She won an Emmy as best
supporting actress for her performance on the show in 1954.
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Family mourns first U.S. Bosnia casualty
LAKFAil \\ . 1 hi,, W) -The
television in the think lit room carried repeated reports Sunday of
the death of Sgt. 1st Class Donald
A. Dugan, the first U.S. soldier to
die on peacekeeping duty in
Bosnia.
"He was a good person. He was
strong, strong-headed." said his exwife, Betty Dugan, sitting on a
couch in the family room with
their two children.
"He was a good father. He was a
good husband."
"I don’t understand why my
father is dead, because he was supposed to be over there keeping
peace," said 19-year-old Lisa

WALK-IN
INTERVIEWS!

ruts
Dugan I )..ould like Bill
to explain that to me."
15-year-old
brother.
Her
Donald, recalled fishing trips with
his father.
Dugan, 38, of nearby Belle
Center, was killed Saturda% in
northern Bosnia when he apparently stepped on a land milk.
He was the ninth alliance soldier to die since NATO troops
began entering the Balkans in
December. More than 40 soldiers,
three of them Americans. have
been injured, mostly by mines.
at
arrived
body
Dugan’s
Ramstein Air Base in Gertnany on
Sunda% No details were available

.

to
’mud :mans, sato Ulm’
spokestmuf Klaus Praesent.
Earlier Sunday, at an air base at
the Bosnian town of Tuzla. two
columns of soldiers stood at attention before U.S. and NATO flags
as Dugan’s casket was loaded onto
a plane.
He had been in the Army since
1978.
Dugan ’s current wife. Mimi.
lives in Germany.
His mother, who lives near
Kenton in Hardin County. did not
want to talk with reporters Sundai.
Several relatives had gathered at
her home.

CHECK
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Feb. 6, 1996,10:30am-5pm

Roadway Package System has IMMEDIATE openings tJr
%.
men and women able to sort, 7.:...4te and load packages
JOSE Terminal.
897 Wrigley Way,
*Starting pay $7/hour
Milpitas, CA
Flexible shifts to fit school schedules
Tuition reimbursement of $1/hour
(415) 873-1367
Upward mobility/career opportunities
If you can handle an average of 50 pounds and can work 3-5
hour shifts, Mon -Fri, then come to work with a leader in the
small -package pick-up and delivery business!

"Of all the test

David M. Waite
the founder of
Eemling br the Public

review winpanies’
presentations.
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Foothill College Room 8-4
12345 El Monte Rd. Los Altos Hills
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Flexible Hours! Tuition Assistance! Stay Fit While You Earn!
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Center
From page 1
shai e tht building. It at cepted,
the centet would he larger and
take five years to build Simmons
said that the min visits is really
pushing the partneiship due to
their wanting more "green space"
for the campus.
The partnership would move
the Foundation. the Club and the
child care t enter into ont building. The liiiversity Club building
could then be demolished and
used as "green space."
"The dilemma is where our
commitment is." Simmons said.
"On one hand, we are part of the
university. But on the other, we
were elected by the students and

they paid for this."
Both Simmons and (:harell said
they feel that headway has been
made in the past eight moinhs
and that the next logical step is to
put things in outlet and openly
dist uss them.
"It is time that they get oft their
backs and slat working," Yaghmai
said. "Ein not poiming lingers,
but it has been put (in the back
bunters for too long."
The Child Care Task Force is
having a meeting on Wednesday,
Feb. 7 at 8:30 a.m. in the AS
Counsel Chambers on the third
floor of the Student Union. The
AS Board meeting will be held on
the same clay. at 3 p.m. Both are
open to the public.

Dole hopes Iowa puts
him back in control
Bob
\ CER, Iowa (AP)
Dole ysorked to strengthen his
vaunted campaign organization
Sunday, aiming to "remind voters
why they liked Bob Dole in the
first place."
With the GOP presidential race
tightening just a week before
Iowa’s precinct caucuses, Dole was
banking on his long ties to the
state.
To connect with party activists
the most likely participants in
Dole
the Feb. 12 caucuses
stressed his Midwestern roots.
That theme worked well when he
won the precinct caucuses in 1988.
"I think we grew up with a common set of values," the Kansas senator said. "We haven’t forgotten
that."
Heading into the final week of

campaigning in Iowa, Dole has
shifted his message in subtle ways.
Dole no longer bashes his rivals,
referring only to "my nine good
friends out there running.’ He
also has returned to reminding
audiences of his war exploits and
long history ii Washington.
Dole, wh, ,,as seriously injured
in World War II. spoke of his war
experiences when he first joined
the race, and recently he has
returned to the theme.
In his stump speech. Dole talks
of reunions with war veterans and
even jokes with audiences asking,
"do you ever think of our granddad being 17, 18 years old?"
Some strategists said references
to World War II would underscore
Dole’s age, which at 72, raises
questions with some voters.

Feinstein calls for firing of
customs commissioner
LOS ANGELI s \l’
Sen. Dianne Feinsu ii called for
the firing of U.S. Customs
Commissioner George Weise, saying he has given drug interdiction
a low priority.
Weise has at the same time
relaxed controls on passengers
and vehicles by designing programs aimed at facilitating the
flow of traffic across the U.S.Mexico border. Feinstein told the
Los Angeles Times in an interview
published Sunday.
"I have seen for some time M
Customs a change of mission,
turning away from an enforcement agency into a trade facilitation agency,’ Feinstein said. "That
is a colossal mistake. The Clinton
administration ought to replace
Weise with law enforcement leadership.’
Customs spokesman Pat Jones
denied that Weise has de-emphasized drug interdiction.
"Law enforcement is our No. 1
priority," he said.
Robert
Secretary
Treasury
Rubin also defended Weise in a
statement released to the newspaper.
"Customs, under the outstanding leadership of George Weise,
has made stopping illegal drugs
from across the border one of
their top priorities. Last year,
under the implementation of
Operation Hard Line, the quantities of drugs seized increased"
along the Southwest border, the
statement said.

l-euuustuiiis ( rim ism of Weise has
been fueled in part by his 1996
operational plan for Customs. In
the .plan, Weise listed drug interdiction fourth among seven goals,
below "processing more passengers, cargo and revenues," the
Times reported, citing a copy of
the plan.
A major investigation of the Cali
Cartel in Colombia, the crime
organization responsible for most
cocaine trafficking to United
States, was listed last.
"Where narcotics enforcement
is included on a list doesn’t mean
anything," said Jones. "It doesn’t
reflect priority."
Customs records show that
nationwide cocaine seizures by the
agency dropped about 22 percent
in 1995 to 158,750 pounds.
Seizures from commercial cargo,
such as trucks and shipping containers, dropped about 48 percent
to 32,991 pounds.
seizures
cocaine
However,
increased 19 percent along the
to 51,152
Southwest border
pounds. But for the second year in
a row, there were no seizures at
some of the major commercial
ports, officials said. Seizures of
marijuana increased 25 percent at
the border.
After seizures at commercial
ports fell a year ago, the Customs
Service launched Operation Hard
Line, a high-profile drug interdiction program using computers,
and
gathering
intelligence
increased staff along the border.

OLATE STARTING
CLASSES!!
February - April
for all California residents
regardless of degrees held.

lnernational
From page 1
hilian said other Km ems don’t want her
them; they don’t
to speak English an nut
understand yy lit she wants to learn how to
speak English ductal%
"II dies don’t wain to speak English with
me than that’s fine with inv." If:an said. ’I
force myself to speak English. .. I’m here to
study," he said.
Martin Chen, an undeclared major from
Taiwan, use to attend SJSU, but now attends
a community college. He said he still likes to

s( /I( II has h,t
iiiaII I hut itis,
the I anted States i three seats. the longest
of all the international students. "It is hard
to talk to American students, when you
don’t have thi same backgi Ind," he said.
girl in mit of nit t Lows
"There’s
alld I feel like it is easier to talk to her than
any of the other American students in my
class," Lily said.
Julian said she’s a westernized person; she
likes American food but said making friends
is hard.
kin recently broke tip with his girlfriend
Sit

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Flood warnings were posted for
parts of the Napa and Russian
rivers on Sunday as back-to-back
storms pushed through Northern
California.
The National Weather Service
River at
the Russian
said
Guerneyille was rising and would
crest at 39 feet early this morning,
7 feet above flood level.
Along the Napa River, the water
pushed near the hanks in St.
Helena. and was exp, ,ed to reach
flood le) el neat the , ,, &Napa

"There will he minor flooding.
but nothing like last year’s floods,"
said weather service forecaster Bob
Benjamin.
Benjamin said the brunt of the
first storm system hit north of San
in Sonoma, Napa,
Francisco
where 1 to
and Mann counties
2 inches of rain fell between midnight and 8 a.m.
As of 3 p.m., Sunday, a second
system was hovering offshore, just
south of San Mateo County.
"We can expect a return to continned moderate to heavy rainfall

:Mei sunset," Benjarnin said.
Sunday morning’s rain led to
dozens of fenders-benders and
spinouts on highways throughout
the area. Mud, debris and standing
water were reported on several
routes, and high winds made drising difficult over area bridges
Benjamin said rain showers
would persist today but gradually
taper off. Drier weather could be
expected until at least Wednesday,
he said.
The San Jose area forecast shows
rain today changing to showers

Arociated Preto

Temperatures more than -)0
degrees below zero are starting to
take a toll on the little northeastern Minnesota town of Embarrass.
"Yesterday I couldn’t STAND it
any longer. We had to go to town
and buy some groceries. But that’s
the first time I’d been out of the
house for at least four to five
days," said Adrienne Fowler.
Sunday’s low in Embarrass was
56 below zero, the fourth day ()tit
of the past five with lows more
than 50 below. A couple of days
earlier, nearby Tower dipped to tiO
below. That’s real temperatures,
not the wind chill.
Everyday thermometers can’t
cope.
’We have a lot of people in the
community who are having to buy
new thermometers," said Mrs.
Fowler, whose husband, Roland, is
a volunteer observer for the
National Weather Service.
She’s been keeping warm
indoors with her sewing. A few in
town have been braving the cold
to dig paths to their backyard
saunas, some of which have been
in use since they were built by
hardy Finnish settlers in the early
1900s, she said.
The past week of snow, ice and
record cold had been blamed for
59 deaths across the Lower 48
states. Most occurred in traffic
accidents on icy roads, but some
involved Alzheimer’s patients and
others dying in the cold.
Temperatures fell to record lows
Sunday from the Rockies, where it
was -14 at Pueblo, Colo., to the
East Coast, where Georgetown,
Del., bottomed out at 6 above. Ely,
Minn., had a record low of 41)

who refused to take shelter at the
Salvation Army apparently froze
to death Wednesday night.
In New Orleans, where temperainto the teens, a 78-yearTom Davis tures fell
old woman died outside a hospiHell, Michigan resident
tal, where she had visited a
relative, after missing her ride
home and apparently getting lost.
Hospital workers found Catherine
Festival at St. Paul, Minn.. have
below zero.
Tew’s Sunday morning, said sherIt was the coldest weekend of had to make some allowances for iff’s Col. John Fortunato.
the season in Texas, with lows of -3 the cold. High school hands were
Mrs. Tew apparently had
at the Panhandle city of Amarillo dropped from Saturday’s parade tripped and injured one arm.
lips
froze
to
one’s
make
sure
no
amid 6 above in Abilene. In to
"From the blood trail, it appears
I.ouisiana, Baton Rouge had ia their brass instruments.
that she tried to make it to the
But all 56 golfers who registered doorway, but was unable to make
record low of 15.
And how cold was it in a little for the Carnival’s annual Golf in enough noise or alert anyone,"
the Snow Tournament showed up Fortuna said.
town in Michigan?
"Hell’s frozen over," said Tom Sunday, when the temperature
In Colorado, rescuers searched
Davis, who owns the Hell Creek warmed into the single digits for a snowmobiler missing since an
Ranch in Hell, about an hour west above zero.
avalanche Saturday west of Buena
"The scores are often times bet- Vista
of Detroit. Sunday’s low there was ter than in the summer because
11.
Ice-downed power lines left
JoAnne Wand wasn’t particular- you don’t have to putt. The greens thousands without light and heat
ly thrilled that her town of are covered with snow," said volun- in parts of the Southeast, with
Elizabeth. Ill., population 700, had teer organizer Jim Sweitzer. some 295,000 customers with no
the distinction of sharing the Golfers only had to get the balls power in North Carolina and
state’s coldest temperature Sunday within six feet of the holes.
about 25,000 blacked out in east"It makes Volt think of summer,"
at 33 below.
ern Tennessee.
"I don t think there is any pride said Gene Fish, waiting to tee off.
Wisconsin utilities asked people
And dog sled racers welcome to consene natural gas, both
here over that. Of all the records
the
cold.
for,
we
went
for
the
we had to go
because of record usage and ice
"About minus 20 is perfect," - clogging equipment.
cold one," she said.
Wand said she supposes the cold said Billy Snodgrass, competing in
And how do sonic people cope?
Sunday at Jackson, Wyo.
would be the talk of the town if a race
"Being wrapped tip in a recliner
anyone was out and about talking. The reading at the 9 a.m. starting with an afghan around you read"Unless people absolutely have to time was -9.
ing and dozing off that’s some"These dogs have these fur coats
come outside, they &Mt. You
times a good day, too," said
don’t see people just roaming the on and they can’t take them off
Kathryn Kyle in Elkins, W.Va., with
a
marathon."
running
and
they’re
how
cold
it
about
streets talking
a record low of 18 below zero.
Among the dead was a 70-vearis."
"Nothing shuts us down," said
"I hate it. I wish it were sum- old Alzheimer’s patient who drove Linda Frandsen in Woodruff,
mer," said Louis Carvalho, trying away from a Tulsa, Okla., nursing Utah, population 135, where
to get warm after a morning of home, crashed into a tree and Sunday’s low was 31 below. "We’re
pumping gas at a station in died of exposure while wandering just used to the elements.
in a park Fridav
Newark, N.J.
Everybody helps everybody."
A -homeless man in 1.ittle Rock
Organizers of the Winter

44

Hell’s frozen over.

Teen arrested after stabbed family found in burning condo
VISTA, Calif. t.AP) A
lc, is
ager was arrested ha- investigation
of murder Sunday. a day after the
bodies of his parents, sister and
two grandparents were found beaten and stabbed to death in a buniing condominium.
Joshua Bradley Jenkins, 15, of
Las Vegas, was arrested in Vista, a
few miles from the us sndominium.
Sall Diego Coiuisis sheriffs I.t.

,lcrry Lipscomb said Jenkins was
unarmed and "verbally aggressive," but was taken into custody,
without incident about 7 a.m.
After being questioned by investigators, Jenkins was booked for
investigation
of
murder.
Authorities planned to take him
Sunday night to San Diego’s juvenile hall.
Authorities had asked for the

I’ll ui, ’s help in fins li ig a silvci
edes-Benz Jeni kl II, bad been
driving away fnuuiii Saturday’s
fire in. Lipscomb said a citizen
spotted Jenkins car at a gas station
and convenience store and called
police.
By the time police arrived
Jenkins had driven away, but police
found him about a half-mile from
state Highway 78, Lipscomb said.
seen
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and ending in most areas during
the afternoon with decreasing
clouds and a chance of morning
thunderstorms. Highs will he in
the upper 30s to the 50s in the
Sierra Nevada.s, 60s elsewhere. It
should be partly cloudy tonight.
Lows in the 30s to lower 40s in the
Sierras, 40s to mid-50s elsewhere
and mostly sunny Tuesday. Highs
in the upper 30s and 40s in the
Sierras, upper 50s and 60s elsewhere.

Country chilled by week of snow, ice, record lows

madam

408/741-2001

and said that es en though she was Chinese
she is is born in America and they had a lot
of differences be ante of this.
"International marriages are very hard,
you’re not just joining two different people
ti iii ’re also joining two different families,"
Chen said.
Julian said, "You have to try to understand
awl accept each otherthat’s love."
Lily said it was tough at first. She said she
still gets home sick but has made a lot of
adjustments and living in America is getting
better.

Heavy rain blankets Northern California
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I he s.si, with Neaiia lit ense
plates, belonged to Isis parents.
"More than likely he was heading for the freeway area," said sheriffs Lt. Kathy Fulmer.
Homicide detectives said it
appeared the five victims were
killed before the apparent arson
fire began at 3:45 p.m. Lipscomb
said all five of the victims had suffered bltmt force trauma and had
beeti stabbed.
The condominium is in a quiet,
gated community known as The
[(Traces" 40 miles northeast of
Sat i Diego.
Fulmer identified the victims as
Jenkins’ parents, George Jenkins,
50, and Lynn Jenkins, 48, of Las
Vegas; his grandparents, Bill
Grossman,
78,
and
Eileen
Grossman, 74, of Vista; and his sister, Magan Jenkins, 10.
The five had apparently been
killed in different places in the
home, where the Grossmans
tesided, and then moved to the
same room. They were discovered
firefighters.
An autopsy will likely be performed Monday, said Charles
Kelley, an investigator with the
«nutty medical examine’ ’s office.
A neighbor, Oink II art, was sitting in her condominium when
her 14-year-old son cause rimming
in and told her about the fire.

$39 ( 11+contacts
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SJSU wins: Focus in 2nd half is key

Women’s Basketball
SJSU defeats Cal Poly,
SLO, 85-61.
Lead scorers: SJSU,
Kylie Page, 21 points and
Gail Dennis with 17
points.
SLO, Kellie Hoffman, 19
points, and Christina
Carrillo, 13 points.
Women’s Tennis
Oregon loses SJSU, 9-0
Michelle Matro defeated by Caryn Coyle, 6-1,
6-3 in singles. MatroSJSU’s top player,
Mary Tourtbtte, was
forced to sit out.
Men’s Basketball
SJSU loses to New
Mexico State, 74-73, in
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Top scorers for SJSU were
Olivier Saint-Jean, 26
points, and Sam Allen, 15
points.
For NMSU, the top
scorer was Enoch
Davis with 28 points.

S.ISU Forwaa
Gail Dennis hod
a double-double
with la rebounds
and 17 points
against Cal Poly
San We Obispo
Freshman Kylie
Page scored a
garne high 21
pooh and had
tour three pointer
ID held the
*omen
llabteksasb
learn win 8561
See Basketball story on hoof page arc
On too of page

Baseball
SJSU wins sixth straight
home opener against
SSLA, 4-2.
See topof page 7

Schedule
/sso 4/4, 4/I

Women’s Basketball
University of the Pacific
at SJSU,
Event Center, Friday,
7:30 p.m.
University of Nevada at
SJSU,
Event Center. Sunday, 2
p.m.
Men’s Basketball
Utah State at SJSU,
Event Center, Thursday,
7:30 p.m.
University of Nevada at
SJSU,
Event Center, Saturday,
7:30 p.m.
Women’s Gymnastics
SJSU, Arizona State at
Washington,
Seattle, Wash.. Friday,
(TBA)
SJSU at Seattle Pacific,
Seattle, Wash., Saturday,
(IBA)
Men’s Gymnastics
BYU, Stanford at SJSU,
Spartan Gym. Saturday,
7:30 p.m.
Baseball
SJSU at Cal State
Berkeley,
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
SJSU at San Diego State,
Saturday, 5 p.m.
Men’s Tennis
SJSU at Stanford,
Tuesday, 1 30 p m
Softball
Spartan Kick-Off
Tournament, PAL
Stadium,
Saturday and Sunday. all
day

Briefs
SJSU gymanst Tara Law
37.95 in the all
scooted
around to lead SJSU to
160.825 - 1144.775 victory over
Cal State Sacramento Fnday.

SJSU Forward Ayana Smith, guarded by the Mustang’s Kellie Hoffman, passed
the Ball to Adia Dawson who sank a shot during the second half of the women’s
Iv "That’s what counts, nothing
, .111 take away from that. I don’t like
focusing on myself but I could
crash the boards more."
But the Spartans like focusing on
Page who shot 53.3 percent from
the floor, had two assists and three
steals.
With 12:45 in the game. Page
drilled a three-pointer to make it
52-41 and secured the Spartan lead
that appeared to be chipping away
as Kettle Hoffman hit two of her
four three-pointers in a Mustangs’
surge minutes earlier. Hoffman
ended up with 19 points.
"Kylie made the key baskets,"
Mustangs coach Karen Booker said.
"She is very hard for its to defend.
She is so mobile and stromi, that’s a
good combination to have.
Another knockout combination
that SJSU had to deliver was acquir-

ing steals. The Mustangs turned the
ball over 26 times, 16 in the second
half.
Late in the second half
SJSU guard Joi Turner, who would
cell. "Ball, ball," ended up snatch it ig three key steals that helped seal
the victory. Turner also had 11 of
her 14 points in the second half.
Turner was near perfect at the free
throw line with 12 points from the
stripe.
"I think SJSU did a good job of
coming out and attacking," Smith
said. "They put a lot of pressure on
our point guard."
And the Spartans hope to put
more pressure out themselves as the
season progresses.
"This win helped boost i cur confidence for our upcoming conference games," Page said. "We are
coming off a win and we know we
can compete with anyone."

basketball game against Cal Poly San Luis Obisp,,rnbi,ni-lay The tinai s:,ore was
SJSU 85, CSLO 61 as the Spartans pulled away in the second half.

SJSU 85, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 61
SJSU
Johnson
Hunt
Steele
Turner
Dennis

Page

Miter
Irang
*long
Smith
Dawson
Bane
Total

FG-A
6-12
0-0
2-7
1-4
6-6
8-15
0-2
3-6
1-6
0-C
1.1
28-59

FT-Afleb

SLO

A To PF Min TP

1-2 2 3
0
0-0
0-0 2 2
12.14 3 3
5-7 10
1.3 4 2
1-2 5 3
0-2 5 1
0-1 2 3
2.2 0 0
1..
0
0

3
C
5
4
2
4
2
0
2
0
0

3
3

Bes,e7
3a-e,
.641
Cam1lo
Hoffman
GaeSch,oste,
Ganen
’1"ay’C’

30 14
2 0
31 5
24 14
2.2
1; 21:1

1
0
3

0

18
2
2
2

2
2
3
0

Total

FG-A

FT-Al:lett

4.
2-4
6-’6
5-2
’.3
1-3
3.5
24-61

3-0
2-2
3-0
5-6
0-C
3-O
’-2
3-2

Bulls lose to Nuggets

-nversJelents.

2
2
8
0
2
0

2 4
3
3
7 4
4 2
2 4
3
2

3

28
37 48

25 8
22 4
26 6
39 13
38 19
16 C
6 2
16 3
11 6

33 61
85

4 Slet,e 1-4 Page 4-6 Mile,
Steals 14 Page Jornsor

F04-SJSU 475, SLO 393 F1’%-SJSU 676, SLO 667 3-pt goals
0-11 SLO 5-18, 278 (Carrillo 1-7, Holtman 4-9. Schuster Z-2 Blocked snots S.
Steele. Turner, Smith. Dennis. Milled SLO 5 s Lee, Hoffman 416’ Attendance 104, ,G.A.Foa GoolnAre,pts

A To PF Mtn TP

8-12 34 15 26 23 203 61

Cal Poly SLO
San Jose State

23-34 43 18 23 14 200 85

6
1
3
7
3
2
2
4
4

s,

4

441,11L
\

Miraculous comeback falls short
Ill \ 1.1( sAr, -- 1 lii sitipi oalled lit
Mit ha, I Ionian to lead the Chicago Bulls
on a inuactdoolis ’c MOM( k. Somebody forget to tell the 111 user Nuggets.
"We never gist- lip inti held our I omposure at the end Fhat’s the hest ’Sc’ can
play," said Mahmond Abdul-B.1M. who
scored 32 points to lead Denver to a I 05-99
victory’ that snapped the Bulls’ 114-game
winning streak.
The Nuggets, who have 22 fewer wins
than the 41-I Bi ills. built a 31 -point firstsee the Bulls come stormhalf lead onh
else? in
ing back behind Jordan who
the third and final tli quarters.
Jordan sco wed 22 ot his 39 pi tints in the
third quarter, and by- the time Scottie
Pippen completed a three-point play to
open the fourth quartet, the Bulls were 011
85-84, for the first time silo c Bill
Wennington made the giune’s first basket.
But the Nuggets stayed calm down the
stretch to hand the Bulls their first loss
since a Dec. 26 defeat at Indiana. It also
brought hack memories of Denver’s stintning Gatne 5 victory over the Seattle
Super-Smits in the opening round of the
1993-94 plimiffs.
"This will tanks with Seattle because of
what Chicago is doing this vear," Abdul Raul said. "They’ve only list tout games
this year, and we were one of them "
In other games, the Los Angeles lakers

so ,I i
II,
ht 1 \

-isopped
LI 111.i, Milaissi,
Ha In t,le11111,
1110(111X
I 71 ti ossertime,
I, 941-143, Atlanta
s is
topp,ii I
.1,,
1’.- I--1 I ttlti Golden
INI
State loc.si Ns ,s
1.1111C 1.111 ill mg iit the first
half, scoring 1:9 points riming a six-minnic
stretch as Denver opened a 66.35 lead oh ci
Chicago with 3:05 left ill the second (platter.
The Bulls began thcii comehat k, oat-mining the margin to 25 points at the half
"They play so mattY styles of basketball
that we had to figure out how to counter
what they were iloing," Jordan said of the
Nuggets. "By the time we did that, we were
way out of our ssstem."
Jordan, who had his 25th 30-plus-point
game, took matters into his own hands Sc)
start the third q starter. RC scored 10 of
(:hicago.s first 14 points of the second half,
hitting a 3-pointer, duet live throws. a driing Loin mid haschris dam that had the
swilt lung .1111.11,, es with ey, Ii pia%
hat’s 111111. III 111,1, Sitil.1111,il5 lull, It I
mid I turd tic use
Ii it I had dic
ito Ittit.11%.1%c t ap.11,11111, s to get the team
sparking.-TIltlt,cil said ,11 the din II quartet
rut! 011111411111M ilif
-But theh
steel( it, ssloss ii is ,1 !calls iiiiiisiosil
for us."

Spartan Doug Mooneyhan tries to evade a U C. Santa Cruz tackler during
Saturday’s 24-18 win over the Banana Slugs It was the Spartans first league
game of the year. SJSU also won the second game 48-5 against the Banana
Slugs. Jim Hendrickson, Shawn Oakley, Carlos Mellow and Mike Anab all
scored trys for SJSU.
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Hockey team
qualifies for
Nationals
By Paul Matarangas

The next Spartan hockey game is Friday Feb. /6 at
8:00 p. m. against U.C. Davis at the .San Jose In
Gently.

SPARTAN DAILY

Spartans left
picking scraps

’Tartan Dail, Staff Whitt

The SJSU hockey team went into .t two-game,
weekend series against the University of Pacific
riding a wave of enthusiasm. They had just
learned the team had beer. selected as a western
iepresentative at the American Collegiate
liockey Association (ACHA) tournament.
The team will travel to Tampa Bay ranked
third out of the four teams selected from the
west coast last season. Last year, the Spartans finished fifth out of a field of 18. This year they
have higher expectations.
"Last year we were just happy to be invited to
the tournament. However, this year is different.
We expect to win the whole thing," head coach
Ron Gla.sow said.
Although ranked third going into the tournament. the Spartans have beat all three teams
ranked above them.
On the crest of this wave, the Spartans facedoff against the UOP Tigers at the San Jose Ice
Centre Friday night. Defense proved to be the
key to the Spartans’ 7-4 victory.
In the first period the Spartans got excellent
defensive play from Joel Jenkins and Dennis
McDonald and held the Tigers to just one goal.
The Spartans led after the first period 3-1.
During the second period, the team let the
Tigers back into the game finishing the period
leading by only two goals at 6-4.
’Mt guys were really feeling good after learning about the selection to the ACHA tournament. And after the first period adrenaline
wore off. they played without much energy during the second," said Glaiow.
But the defense again stepped up the play in
the final period and the Spartans shut down the
physical offense of the Tigers and held them
scoreless throughout the entire period behind
the play of goahender Chris Heathman.
"My job was made easy by our defensive lines.
Dennis made a great play stopping that one-on nobody." said Heathman. The ’great play’ was
when McDom.id sac hiked himself to break up
a one-on-nobodv plat that would have resulted
in a goal. McDonald threw himself into the
streaking Tiger forward and knocked the puck
.1W.IN. He was penalized. but prevented a goal.
The following night the Spartans traveled to
Stockton.
After a fierce battle the night before UOP,
had a new game plan that utilized forechecking
arid controlling the neutral zone.
From the minute the Spartans took the ice,
they placed without much intensin. and the
Tiger game plan looked to be multing.
The game was scoreless throughout most of
the first period until Spartan defenseman Keith
Shore stole an errant pass and scored with two
minutes left.
With just three minutes left in the second
period. Shore again stole a pass and fired a shot
past the Tiger goalie to make the score 2-0.
In the final minute of the second period and
the score 2-1, the next goal would be a critical
one for either team.
"I knew whichever team scored the next goal
would win," said Glasow.
Spartan forward Danny Thibeau picked the
puck from one of the Tiger forwards in the neutral zone and took it across the blue line into
the Tiger zone.
He found an open Spartan winger, Brent
Faulhaher, alone in the crease and fed him a
perfect pass for the Spartans third goal of the
game.
That would be all the offense the Spartans
would need.
Heathman erected a wall in front of the goal
in the third period and held the Tigers scoreless.
Spartan defenseman Kevin Daly scored two
goals toward the end of the third period to finish the scoring at 5-1.

San Jose State University

Ducks win all matches as
Spartans No.! player sits out
By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Deily Staff Writer

Bagels and french fries littered
the San Jose State University tennis
courts Friday, all of which belonged
to the Spartan women’s tennis team.
That IS how the players referred to
their game set scores of zero or one
game won against the University of
Oregon Ducks.

match.
Spartan player Amy Bankston,
who usually plays the number five
singles spot, was playing against
University of Oregon’s third ranked
player.
According to Tourtlotte, this extra
competition may have helped
Bankston ’s game.
"Amy was playing well," said
Tourtlotte, "better than I’ve seen her
play."
As a first
time side
line
fan,
Tourtlotte
cheered
her
for
teammates,
and
Mary Tourtlotte
watched
women’s tennis piaci the defeat.
"I’ve never
watched
my
team
play," said
Tourtlotte.
"And I hope you never have to
again," said Klein.

Although
only
six
matches
were played
- 2 doubles
and 4 singles - the
final score
was
University
SJSU
of Oregon
nine, SJSU
a big fat
bagel.
The fact that the Spartans were
playing without two of their top
three players apparently didn’t help
the team’s chance for success.
According to coach Ahn-Dao
The Spartans next match is February
Nguyen, number one player Mary
13 against Santa Clara University at
Tourtlotte should have been playing
Santa
Clara at 2 p.m.
because she is currently carrying 12
units. "It was a big mix up today.
women’s Weis results:
Because Tourtlotte played against
Oregon 9. SJSU. 0
the University of Hawaii last week
while enrolled as less than a full time
Singles
student, she was forced by NCAA
Caryn Coyle (U0) defeated Michelle Mayo (SJSU) 6.
officials to sit out Friday’s game.
1,6.3.
At the time Tourtlotte played
Else Adams (U0) defeated Heather then (SJSU) 6
against Hawaii, she was only
0,6.0
enrolled for 10 units. She will play
Allison Sonsow (U0) defeated Amy Bankston
again on Thursday.
)SJSU) 6-2, 6-2.
Whether the Spartans would have
Shaneile Kanashro (U0) defeated Nicole Caw&
won with Tourtlotte will never be
(SJSU) 60.6.1
known.
Hamah King (U0) defeated Den Wong (SJSU) 6-1,
"I think it would have been close,"
6-1
said Tourtlotte. ’We have a lot of
Rachel Owens (00) wins by default.
potential on the team."
The potential comes from being a
Doubles
team comprised solely of freshmen
Sosnow-King (U0) defeated Mato Bankston )SJSU(
and sophomores.
84
"That’s why we have so much concoyieower,s (U0) defeated Klen-Wong (SJSU) 82
fidence," said Spartan ’layer
KanashiroAdams (00) wins by default.
Heather Klein. "We’re young.
Records:
All of the Spartans were pushed
40
Oregon
up at least one, if not three, rungs of
SJSU
0.1
the competitive ladder on Friday’s

64

Amy (Bankston) was playing
well, better than I’ve ever seen her
play."

I51 I MR!, SIMks4 I -SIARI

115115

SJSU women’s tennis player Michelle Matro shows her frustration during
the match against University of Oregon’s top player Caryn Coyle at the
Spartan Courts last Friday. Matro lost the match in two straight sets (6-1,
6-3).

Flooded fairways wash out Pebble Beach Pro-Am
Itt, (AP) In
PEBBLE ISl’.A( .11
Scotland it would liii teen a nice day.
In the home of golf they’d play in
weather like this because it might he as
good as it gets.
And on all but one of
54 holes of
the three Coln scs used lot the AT&T
Pebble Bea Ii N.itional Pro-Am they
could have piacd golf on Sundas. But
that one flooded hole was enough to
wash out the tournament end, dy.
For the second rouse( mit e dav play
was called off because of het gi ounds
and this time it ended the tournament.

With only 56 holes finished and the
plaveis not having tInnple tuft the
muse rotation, the tournament
i,
was not official. It doesn’t count on the
mom.% list, for Ryder Cup points or as
a qualitiei for the Masters.
It was the lust time since the 1949
Colonial National Invitational in Fort
Worth, Texas that a PGA Tour event
was canceled and not rescheduled.
"The forecast is not any better for
tomorrow than today," said David Eger,
PGA Tour vice president for competition. "There is no 1996 champion."

Eger said Nos. II and 16 at Spyglass
Hill "were unplayable yesterday and
this morning. If you can’t play it, you
can’t play."
But the real problem was No. 16.
"There were pockets on 11 we could
play but there were pockets on 16 we
could not play without putting players
in the woods," Eger said.
He said there was so much water on
the left side of the fairway that the only
dry spot to seek relief was off the fairway.
"If 16 had been as 11 was we could

have done it," Eger said. He said the
water already on the ground and the
prediction of more rain overnight
ruled out trying to get the tournament
in on Monday.
Eger said the tour never considered
skipping the flooded holes.
"Everyone needs to play under the
same rules of golf," he said.
The washout of both weekend
rounds left CBS scrambling to fill six
hours of TV time.
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Gray skies don’t stop Spartans
Baseball team wins sixth
straight home opener
By Shane Lewis
sp.ruilyswnwriu,
Dreary gray skies and a muddy
field could not stop the SJSU baseball team from winning its sixth
straight home opener Saturday
against Cal State Los Angeles.
Though they did not play an
exeptional game, a combination
of consistent pitching by the
Spartans and four errors made by
the Golden Eagles contributed to
a 4-2 victory at Municipal Stadium.
"We didn’t play great, but we
did well enough to win," said
pitcher Rich Ledeit, who only
allowed five hits in the game. "I
think we held CSLA at bay pretty
well."
SJSU baseball coach Sam Piraro
agrees that the Spartans did not
play up to its best potential, but
said he is nonetheless pleased with
the team.
"Some teams if you don’t play
well, you lose and others if you

Classi
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no cialin for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and oftertngs we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

FOR RENT
2 BORK WARMEST - $1300/1.60.
* Security type building
Secure Parking
"Close In
’Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576S. 5th St.
(408) 295.6893.

SHARED HOUSING
VALLEY FAIR Close to 280/880.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room +
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
Mature individual. $485. + dep. +
1/2 utilities.Peter 408/246-2790.

i

don’t play well, you still win,- he
said, saying that the Spartans fit in
the latter category.
Leading the Spartans in batting
was centerfielder John Alciati, who
got on base all four times at bat
with three hits and one walk. His
first hit in the first inning garnered an RBI giving SJSU a 1-0
lead.
At the end of the 1995 season
Alciati was second on the team
with a .328 batting average and hit
a .382 in the Big West conference.
Second baseman Patrick Walsh
got two RBI’s in the bottom of the
fifth and eighth innings. During
the 1995 season he started all 55
games for the Spartans and led the
team with 31 RBI’s.
Piraro, though satisfied with the
team’s hitting, said he was still disappointed with its scoring in the
game.
"We left 12 men on base. We
had a lot of chances to score a lot
more runs," he said. "We were a
couple of hits from blowing the
game open."
In the top of the fifth, Golden

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

WANTED
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
live-in companion. Call after 4pm.
370-3604.

SCHOLARSHIPS
$1,000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS!
$1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from 530k+,
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
IS 207 or CCB 200.
ATTDMON ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants $ Scholarships Available!
Call 1-800-4000209.
FREE MONEY Rir Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60413.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
No payback. For details, call
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667.
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when marrow
thee* further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firma
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

Pilot

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282

LIKE BEING PAID 3 WAYS?
Hourly wage+mileage+tips.
Come to Domino’s Pizza, 576 E.
EVENT JOBS
Santa Clara St, 298-3030,
The Student Union & Event Center 923-3030. 578-3030.
are now hiring event supervisors
and technicians to work sporting ADMIN. ASSIST. IN LAW OFFICE
events, concerts & other events. Part-time, flex schedule; light
To apply, visit the Student Union phones, bookkeeping, filing; comDirector’s Office. (408) 924-6310. puter sys. admin; data analysis;
fax resume to 408-295-6693.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a PERSONNEL/PAYROLL CLERK
teacher or a subsitute for our To assist in busy start-up H.R.
school -age day care program. office. Must have 1-2 years exp. in
These are great positions for personnel/payroll duties. Flexible.
students. Most teacher positions part-time. $10$12 per hr. Student
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute Union at SJSU. Contact: Bob Huynh.
positions are perfect for those (408) 924-6378 or 924-6310.
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units In ECE, SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students
Rec, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required. with great voices, good communiPlease call Small World Schools cation ad the clears to make money.
Sue 995-5905. Hiring now!
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.

EMPLOYMENT

HEAD SWIM COACH/Dana Farms
Summer Rec. Team in Concord.
Coaching experience required.
Call Mary in @ 510672-1465.

TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437.
NANNY NEEDED IN CUPERTINO
20-30 hrs/wk. $10-$12/hr.
Ideal job for a student. No Fee!
Town & Country Agency.
1-415-325-2082.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list)
Day Swing Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Call or apply n person. McbSun 7-7.
408-2865880. 5550 Meriden Am.
btwn. San Cabs at Palma.
Wind tie Cad ad Paty Store.

- !VARIAN DAILY

hrr I.R.

Spartan pitcher Rich Ledeit strikes out a Cal State Los Angeles opponent in the first inning of
Saturday’s game. Ledeit allowed only five hits during the game, helping the Spartans to a 4-2 victory
over the Eagles.

ted

S350/M0 + 1/4 UT1I- First & last. P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
Carden/May ez.. Full house access. position for Contracting Co. in
Quiet, peaceful home. 266-6836. Campbell. Flexible hours.Call
408-369-1898.
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
& Taylor. Young male, non-smok- PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT.
er, no drugs, to share house with Excellent Part-Time opportunity!
three males, two disabled. $200 We are seeking an outgoing indiper month, equal share utilities, vidual to assist our Foster City
plus 10 hours a week assisting office approximately 25-30 hrs/wk
disabled. References required. with general office work. The ideal
Call Carl 275-8484.
candidate will have prior experience working in a professional
environment. Strong customer
REAL ESTATE
service skills & general business
skills required. Part-time hours
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for M-F, flexible. Computer literacy a
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, plus. Qualified applicants please
Repo’s. REO’s. Your Area. Toll fax or mail your resume to:
Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. H-2236 C. Reichert, Oakwood Corporate
Housing, 3180 Crow Canyon R.,
for current listings.
Ste. 140, San Ramon, CA 94583;
FAX: (510) 355-0295. eoe/aa.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Eagles first baseman Paul Orabona
hit a hard grounder that bounced
over Walsh to score in an RBI.
Walsh returned the favor in the
bottom of the fifth to make the
score 3-1.
The most glaring error in the
game by the Eagles was made
when shortstop Fidencio Madero
allowed an easy pop fly he caught
to roll out of his glove, allowing
designated hitter Chris Kokaly to
get on first base.
The Spartans had their share of
errors with three in the game, one
of which allowed the Eagles to
score a run late in the game.
It happened in the top of the
ninth inning, when CSLA down 41, scored a run as the Spartans
overthrew first base after catching
an easy grounder, making the
score 4-2.
"We made three errors in the
infield, which I was not happy
with," Piraro said. "If we can play
well, hit the ball, execute an
offense and play an overall good
game, we’ll win."

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
535.000/YR. INCOME
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible pots-ial. Reading boos,,
hours. Serving Downtown SanJose Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. RInner City Express. Apply in person. 2236 for details.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
COLLEGE STUDENT 11) DO" UST to $2,000+/month. World travel.
_Register for class _Roommate Seasonal & full-time positions. No
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy cop necessary. For info. call
books _FlND A JOB!?" _Strike 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration. TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOBS
"We can’t help you with every- Luxurious hotels are now hiring
thing but we may be able to help seasonal positions. Lifeguards.
food service, housekeepers,
you with a job.
Would you like a position that host/hostess. & front desk staff.
vvill compliment rxr class schedule? Call Resort Employment Services
Positions available throughout San 1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.
Jose, Santa Cara, Fremont &Milpitas.
VANGUARD
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
SECURITY SERVICES
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
earning $10 hr. to $400/week.
Jobs filled on a first come basis.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
call 408-249-8446.
ccrner Scott/San Tomas.
ATTITUDE
OVER
RESUME
International Marketing Firm
seeks open minded, energetic
individuals with desire for rapid
advancement. Flex hours. Top $.
Call to schedual interview.
6549635.

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our curculars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
CASHIERS- NEED DEPENDABLE
working cashiers to fill in several
shifts at two locations. Please apply
in person. 4th & Santa Clara
Chevron. 295-3964 or 269-0337.
NANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER. Los
Gatos working mom seeks helper
for child care, light housekeeping
& errands. One school age child.
YOU NEED: Exp, refs. & reliable car.
GREAT HOURS: M-F, 1 to 6 flexible.
GOOD PAY: $6 to $7/hr. DOE.
Weekly paycheck. Call 356-2613.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. school-age recreation prog.,
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the
school year. fume into F/T (or P/T)
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not arail.
school year? Call for summer employment-lifeguards, camp leaders).

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed ri the immediate
area P.11-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200
Downtown
Campbell
408-3642700
Office positions also available.

BRAND NEW!!!
VISION 21 - An AWESOME new
8811 ATTENTION SSS
Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau Tele-Communications Co. wants
has a BRAND NEW ground floor motivated individuals for an
money making opportunity?!? INCREDIBLE ground floor opportuDon’t miss this! 1-8608566732. nity. Immediate & residual income
potential. 1-800-656-6732.
$40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- for egg donation. Desperate
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
WORK P/T WITH DISABLED ADULTS Ages 21-30. healthy and
evenings & weekends in their own responsible. Generous stipend
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater and expenses paid. Please call
Opportunities at 248-4464, Live-in WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
also available,
Li EARN EXTRA CASH $
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Our 129 year-old publishing company, Southwestern, is looking to Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
select 8-10 students from SJSU Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
to work in our summer program.
Contact California Cryobank
Average profit from summer work: 415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm.
$5,766. For interview information
call (408)241-9903.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

SERVICES
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is lust a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
WRMNG HELP. Fast professionai
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Esrays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

WORD PROCESSING

CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad hers. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words,

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flue Address
Days
$13
$14
,,ons
$15
$16
Send check or money order k)

After the 8fth day, Me Increases by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines. $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Spartan Daily ossified*
Si Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
IN Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentet Hall. Room 209
III Deadline 10(X) a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 9244277

Please check /
one classification:
Greer, V.
_Events"

_VD ;i
_For Sae
_AutOSFOr Sale
_Computers Etc
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Oppoqu**c

_insure,
_Entertain^ **
Tale
_Tutoring*
_Word Process’
_Scholars" c,

Special student rates available for these classitications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required

Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community

NOT AN UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER
Olympia S-.,,pe
Type.,
New born baby condition!
Uses letter uciality whispercisr
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.
500 character multiline correction
with no mess rape.
Heavy-duty. GE K
er tough.
.omputer.
Can be interfacec
Extras included. A ’ giveaway
at $400 C.o. Cu
stopher
1-51042137800 235.

INSURANCE
AIJTO INSURANCE
Camps.,s ir-su-ance service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Murb-car"
CALL TODAY 2966270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

DAILY
CROSSWORD

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575,

ODO[11111E1111CIOODEEIELIDOLJEELJFIEFIMPlEDEl
DOMEIDOODDEO1110707EIDO I I
LIIII7OCIEI
EIMEDDEIIIIIIIODOODOMDECOLICIFIFIEDrn
EDEJEDOOLID=F1MEILIOCEIEIIIODOCIEJE1 -1ELJ
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$9
$7
4 lines
$10
$6
$6
S lines
$7
$11
$9
$10
$12
6 lines
$8
$1 for each additional line.

FOR SALE

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest- Lip- Bikini- Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Science & English papers/theses Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell,
(408) 379-3500
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA,
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
ur-wanteonarrernoyeckyever
and other services available.
Specialist. Confidential.
Word
Your own probe or disposable.
Masterson’s
Processing.
335 S. Baywocri Ave. San Jose.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
247-7486.
THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
"Research Papers
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
"Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students & on your body, from facial hair to
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick bikini area. Call for appointment.
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJSU. Cameiia’s Electrolysis Place.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane 1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 993-9093.
from Sam-6pm @ (408)937-0373- Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve aPretsAll Students Receive 2(tw Discount.
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Twablan MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Health Science/Eng./History/Bus.
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
TRAVEL
any style: Jazz. Blues. ROCk.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk. EXPERIENCE THAILAND
Cal
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
State H
sum"- cland
mer Qua-,
:emir
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION Tour. Ur
credit. J .
1-900-622-COPS
into I.
Personal Safety
Home security
Vehicle security
CAMPUS CLUBS
Chid safety
Consumer assist
information
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy earning about Irish. Scott sr.,
$1.70 - min.19-min max)
and Welsh culture. Explore the
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Bus. Phif 408-683-5723.
Irish/Scottish/Weish music and
culture. For more in(ormation,
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green call Kelly at (408)927.7925 .
Cards, Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney - 415.267-7267.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES

HEALTH & BEAUTY

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, gro..p
projects, resumes, mint or micro
cassette transcripbcn. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.

: ,eppra,

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16

Clutter
Bite
Aware of
Actor Baldwin
Crude person
Recreation
facility
17 Bedside item
19 Capri. e g
20 How-to book
21 Animal ’hotels’
23 Dreary
26 "Norma -"
27 Perhaps
30 Pen point
32 Religious song
36 Toe the line
37 Main course
39 Country singer
Acuff
40 Type of turkey
41 Speakers
42 Believe it or 43 Adam’s spouse
44 Fence stake
45 Money
46 Sixth 48 Tennis-match
division
49 Seeps
50 French sculptor
Hans
52 Run-down
54 Uncomfortable
weather
58 Worshipped
62 Dry
63 Scary yarn
66 Do a clerk s lob
67 Film
68 Actress Adams
69 Pit
70 Long for
71 Min fractions

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Polite address
- Fitzgerald
Actor Connery
Stunted. as

:qie next issue

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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26,.96
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11
12
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18
22
24
25
27
28
29
31

61 +996 Unaeo Feature Syadrcate

trees
Bike or tried
Computer in
"2001"
Expression of
surprise
Ridicule
Hearth tool
Hazards a
guess
Snout
Type of road
Bullring
cheers
Boy or man
Backs of necks
History
Money
collections
Specks Of
dust)
Superior to
Middle Eastern
country
W ,1Knring

costar
34 Relaxed
35 Ancient tales
37 Feminists
goal
38 Energy unit
41 "Ada or
"Carmen"
45 Prairie animals
47 Cowboys seat
49 Al - (not in
agreement)
51 Tribesman of
small stature
53 Gobbled up
54 Hurry
55 Chocolate
cookie
56 Fish part
5- Loafer, e g
59 Went on
horseback
60 Commentator
Sevareid
#1 rotors
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Virus strikes
Windows 95
LONDON AP) -- Software
saboteurs have created the first
computer virus specifically targeted at Microsoft’s Windows 95 program, British researchers said
Sunday.
The virus can corrupt programs
so that they no longer function,
and then spread to other users’
machines, Paul Ducklin, an analyst for the British software company Sophos, told The Associated
Press.
"It is the first virus we’ve seen
that is written specifically for
Windows 95," said Ducklin, whose
company specializes in writing
programs that destroy viruses.
"So, although it is not particularly well-written, Boza will go
down in history," Ducklin said.
Analysts have named the virus
Boza after a Bulgarian liquor "so
powerful that just looking at it will
give vou a headache," Ducklin
said.
Fortunately for the millions of
users of Windows 95, the virus
does not appear to be particularly
contagious.
"To infect someone else’s
machine, you would have to give
them an infected program, and
they would have to run it," Alan
Solomon, chairman of the S and S
International software firm, told
The Independent on Sunday
newspaper.
"Most people don’t swap programs around like that," Solomon
said.
Ducklin said Boza is not yet "in
the wild" computer talk for a
virus that is replicating itself on

regular users’ personal computers.
So far, it is circulating mainly
among companies that make antivirus programs. Ducklin said.
Software is available to destroy it.
Computer analysts do not know
who made the virus, although
there is a clue in one of the messages that Boza occasionally
throws on computer screens:
"N’LAD Australia does it again with
the world’s first Win95 virus," a
reference to a well-known group
of virus makers.
Microsoft released Windows 95
in August without an anti-virus
program. The Redmond, Wash. based company early on had to
fight a perception that one version
of Windows 95 came with a virus
already on the diskette.
Microsoft 95 differs from thc.
company’s previous operating svstems because it can run programs
whose instructions are 32 bits
long, rather than 16 bits, allowing
greater flexibility through the
increased memory. Boza is written
specifically to corrupt 32-bit programs.
The virus attaches itself to existing programs. It makes copies of
itself while they run, and the
copies are then attached to other
programs.
The Independent on Sunday
and the British experts estimated
there are about 10 million users of
Windows 95, although Microsoft
says it has sold about 19 million
copies, mostly preinstalled on personal computers.

Serbs allow opening
of war crimes office
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (Al’)
Slobodan
president
Serbian
Milosevic agreed Sunday to permit
international war crimes investigators to open an office here, a
move that could accelerate the
gathering of evidence of ethnic
cleansing in the fimr-year war in
Bosnia.
The gesture of cooperation with
the tribunal in The Hague reverses a two-year refusal by the Serbian
leader to grant investigators
access.

There have been occasional
meetings here between tribunal
and Serb officials but no direct
permitted.
evidence-gathering
American officials said investigators now will be able to question
Serb eyewitnesses to crimes.
In another conciliatory move,
Milosevic told Secretary of State
Warren Christopher he would permit the U.S. InfOrmation Agency
to open an office in Kt ism, a predominantly Albanian province
whose autonomy the Serbian
leader reversed in 1989.
Christopher said the U.S. intention in opening the office was to
bolster the political and cultural
rights of the people there. Many
Kosovo nationalists now want to
go bey( ind autonomy to independence. which would mean further
splinter mg it Nligoslavia.
But c lii ist4ipher failed to
induce Milosevic to arrange for
the exit adition of war crimes suspects tot trial in The Hague.
Serbia has no extradition provision in its laws. Milosevic told
Christopher any war criminals
ft mild in the country would be
tried in Serbia.
But U.S. officials, who briefed
reporters under rules that shielded their identity, said that was
unacceptable.
The stop here completed a
three-nation visit by Christopher
to the Balkans. He urged leaders
in Croatia and Bosnia to free
remaining war prisoners and to
protect the human rights of residents of the three former Migoslay
republics as the Bosnian peace
accords are implemented.
Christopher expressed optimism about the mutat ik for implementing the peace accords.
"Peace is beginning to take hold
in the former Yogi pslavia," he said
Sunday at a news ci inference.
"We are both optimists,"
Milosevi, said in his own, separate

statement to reporters. But he also
signaled in diplomatic language
that there were rough spots in the
meeting. "We have had very frank
and open talks," he said, declining
to take any questions.
The tribunal in The Hague has
indicted 52 suspects, most of them
Serbs, and further indictments are
expected before the end of
February.
Christopher especially wanted
Milosevic to compel the Bosnian
Serbs to hand over Radovan
Karadzic and Ratko Mladic, the
Bosnian Serbs’ political and Military leaders, to The Hague.
Before he left the region to go
to the Middle East, Christopher
told reporters he expected continued compliance with the Bosnia
peace accords worked out in
Dayton. Ohio, and "a step-by-step
improvement in relations between
Serbia and the United States."
But U.S. officials said the
administration still was not prepared to give full recognition to
Milosevic’s government by posting
an ambassador here or by supporting credit to Serbia from interthtional lending institutions.
Milosevic remains the key figure
in the U.S. peacemaking efforts in
the Balkans. At the same time, his
backing of Bosnian Serbs with
weapons and other aid ignited
their rebellion against the Muslimled government in Sarajevo and
led to the 44-month war.
Among the mixed results of the
meeting
between
90-minute
Milosevic and Christopher was a
pledge by Milosevic to assist John
Shattuck, the U.S. assistant secretary of state for human rights, in
an investigation he plans this week
of reports of mass burials of
Muslim victims of ethnic cleansing
in mine shafts in Lubija, Bosnia.
Milosevic will provide security
forces to assist Shattuck and permit investigators to search the
area over the next few weeks.
The war crimes tribunal office
to open in Belgrade, meanwhile,
will have the authority to interview
witnesses in Serbia and to gather
evidence of human rights abuses,
Christopher said.
In a reciprocal gesture, hut far
short of the full U.S. recognition
Milosevic seeks, Christopher said
the U.S. information office here
would be upgraded to a cultural
center.

Pop flop clubbed then jailed
Rob
LOS ANGELES (Al’)
Pilatus, half of the defunct pop
was ( bibbed with
dtio
a haw hall bat during an alleged
break-in attempt Sunday, then
arrested for investigation of making tern list threats, police said.
A witness allegedly saw the 31entertainer trying to break
year-o
into t ar iii Ifollywoc id Aland 9:30
a.m. Arld alerted the owner, who
:qualm( lied Pilau’s, said Officer
Eduardo Eunes.

As he prepared to confront
Pilau’s, the performer ran to a
nearby home and attempted to
force his way in, Fttnes said.
"The victim, who had armed
himself with a baseball bat, hit
Pilau’s with the hat on the head.
terminating his efforts to get in the
house," the officer said.
Pilau’s sustained a cut on the
ern of
head and was treated at
Presbyterian
Angels-Hollywood
Hospital and released.

SPARTAN DAILY

A FAMILY OF VOICES

PHOTO 81’ T.R. Ni, !lois SPAR’ AN DAII N
Members of Music 1601 perform a kinka, a call and response type of recreational music from West Africa. The atsimevu, boba and kidi
drums produce sounds ranging from low to high to form a family of voices.

Students say settler fired on them
JERUSALEM
(AP)
Palestinian students said an Istat
opened fire on them Sunday,
wounding a 16-year-old, as they
walked to school in the West Bank.
The boy was hospitalized with a
gunshot wound to the back and
stomach, but Palestinian and
Israeli authorities did not immediately confirm the students’
account of the shooting. An Israeli
military source challenged the
story entirely.
The three students said they
heard gunfire as they walked to
school on the main road in the village of SawiN
near Nablus. They
saw a loom Ii ,totlent fall to the

ground, blood MI .oiling from his
back, and then sans a car with yellow Israeli plates drive away, they
said.
"We got him into a car and took
him to hospital," said one student,
who would not give his name.
Yasser Snobar was in fair condition at Rafidiyeh Hospital in
Nablus, said a hospital worker who
would not identify himself.
Palestinian police and the Israeli
police and army said they are
Investigating.
"According to the preliminary
report that we have, a settler
opened fire on a group of students
and one student was injured," said

Palestinian police Col. Killed
Biyad.
The Israeli army first said that
an Israeli driver had opened fire,
wounding some students, after
stones were thrown at his car, but
then retracted its statement.
"There was no incident. No
shooting, no stone throwing, nothing," said the military source, who
spoke on ontlit ion of anonymity.
The source ,aid the initial report
had been the ii stilt of "motors."
The arms said it did not know
how Snobai was wounded.
In the town of Afula in northern
Israel, meanwhile, a soldier was
stabbed and slightly wounded

Sunday evening by a Palestinian,
Israel’s Army Radio said. An army
spokesman had no immediate confirmation.
Confusion over the report of the
shooting underscored the tension
that lingers in the West Bank
despite the Israeli withdrawal from
most Palestinian areas and last
month’s Palestinian elections for a
self-rule government.
With Israeli elections expected
in the spring, there are fears that
radicals on both sides might try to
discredit the peace process with
attacks.

Perry wants
Russians
to work
with alliance
MUNICH, Germany (Al’)
Russia’s involvement in the
Bosnian peace mission may help
ease its suspicions of NATO, and
even lead it to view eastward
expansion of the alliance as a benefit rather than a danger, U.S.
Defense Secretary William Perry
said Sunday.
"Russian participation in Bosnia
casts a very long shadow. It will
have an impact on security in
Europe for years to come," Perry
told an annual conference of military and political leaders from
North America and Europe.
Russian troops are part of the
NATO-led international force
implementing the peace treaty
that is intended to end the 3 1/2year-long war.
"When we deal with the must
important security problem which
Europe has faced since the Cold
War was over, we want to have
Russia inside the circle working
with us, not outside throwing
rocks at us," Perry said.
In the audience, Russian
Deputy Defense Minister Andrei
Kokoshin took notes as he listened intently to Perry.
In a speech Saturday, Kokoshin
had said many Russians view
NATO’s planned eastward expansit in as a threat, and said that during the 1990 new itiations on the
unification of East and West
Germany, it was understood that
NATO would not absorb former
Warsaw Pact allies of the Soviet
Union.
On Sunday, Perry and NATO
Secretary-General Javier Solana
were firm in answering that some
eastern European countries will
join NATO.
Perry said the nations looking
forward to NATO membership
were working hard to be good
neighbors, increase civilian control of the military and protect
human rights.
"If NAT() enlargement is the
carrot for enct imaging reform,
then we cannot keep the carrot
continually out of reach," Perry
said.
"Russia will come to understand
that NATO enlargement means
enlarging the zone of security and
stability that is very much in
Russia’s interest," Petry said.
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